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AbstratProgress in biomoleular siene is fast. Biologists, physiists, hemists, mathemati-ians and algorithm-informatiians are pushing the frontier regarding methods, ob-servations, and theories ontinuously deeper and deeper into the serets of life.This thesis gives a touh on a few sides of this huge �eld. I have olleted here someof my results of omputationally revealed dynamial properties of the biologial DNAin solution. I have used moleular mehanial modeling ombined with the moleulardynamis simulation methodology and analysis tools devised for the DNA. Testingand appliation of these methods have existed hand by hand, leading at the endto some preditions of the dynamial behaviour of the DNA moleule in its naturalenvironment.The highlight of the presented works is the omputer aided 'single moleule mehan-ial manipulation' of the DNA by strething, extended for more than twie of itsequilibrium length, performed as an all-atom moleular dynamial simulation in thenatural-like environment. As a result, a novel struture was found, whih onsists of aomplete unwinding of the two strands, in onjuntion with staking of the base-pairsolletively on the major groove side. The observed fore-strain urve during this pro-ess is qualitatively very similar to the ones obtained experimentally from single-DNA.These simulations may onsequently o�er �rst understanding of atomisti proessestaking plae during single-moleule manipulations.
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1 DNAAll living things are omposed of ells. Most ells have a nuleus. Eah nuleus inludesa DNA moleule, typially paked in a ompat form alled hromatin. The DNAmoleule a�ets every part of all living systems, also those parts whose ells do notinlude the DNA itself.Basi proesses of normal DNA are preservation, transription and repliation of ge-neti information. The word proesses has to be emphasized beause these events, atthe urrent level of knowledge, are ooperative proesses, where DNA has its role orroles and other partiipating moleules their own. Seeing only one of these entitiesdoes not make us wise enough. We need to look at the whole system, and this is thestate where struture-funtion oriented siene is going today.Term preservation means trusted storage or survival of the information ontent ofthe geneti information in the DNAs moleular struture. In transription DNA is'read' or it 'gives' a piee of this geneti information, typially for protein buildingproesses. And, in repliation ourring nearer the state of the ell division phasesemionservative 'division' makes two new DNAs of the old one, with the same genetiode or information ontent, o�ering possibilities for the ontinuing existene of ourdiverse biosystems. Moleular mahinery seems to have own subproesses for all ofthese proesses governed by a some kind of determinism ombined with randomness.All moleules are physial and hemial ompositions. Moleules appearing in bio-logial environments are alled biomoleules. In the following I shall give the basisand terminology relating quite tightly to the objet of this work, the double strandedDNA. Muh more detailed disussions and, e.g. losely related RNA fats, an befound from Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄.1.1 Struture of DNAThe urrent view of DNA mentions it as a linear moleule having double helialform during most of its life yle. It is omposed of nuleotides, whih are obtainedby esteri�ation of the 3' or 5' hydroxyl group of nuleosides with phosphori aid.Nuleosides in DNA are deoxyribosyl derivatives of ertain pyrimidine (Y) and purine(R) bases. 1



2 DNA1.1.1 BasesIn the DNA these bases are thymine (T or THY) and ytosine (C or CYT) pyrimidinesand adenine (A or ADE) and guanine (G or GUA) purines. Their struture is aheteroyle omposed of one six atom ring in pyrimidines and ring duplex of �ve andsix atoms in purines. Figure 1 illustrates these planar strutures.
Figure 1.1: The bases of a DNA [4, Fig. 2.1℄1.1.2 SugarsThe deoxyribosyl part of DNA is alled sugar when exat hemial terminology is notneessary. Atoms ounted towards the sugar group in DNA are by onvention markedwith an apostrophe (') or a star (*).DNA sugars are basially �at. However, above their normal modes they undergophenomenon alled sugar pukering. In relation to it �ve endoyli torsion anglesare used to de�ne the sugar onformation, see Fig. 1.2. Sugar puker is an envelope ifone ring atom is above the plane of the rest four and a twist if two atoms puker onopposite sides with respet to the plane of the other three atoms.

Figure 1.2: Internal torsion angles of sugar group [4, Fig. 2.10℄



1.1 Struture of DNA 3These �ve torsion angles are used to de�ne the pseudo-rotation phase angle P :
tan(P ) =

(τ4 + τ1) − (τ3 + τ0)

2τ2(sin(36◦) + sin(72◦))
, (1.1)and the maximum degree of the puker:

τm =
τ2

cos(P )
. (1.2)Pseudo-rotation wheel is proved to be useful and onvenient way to represent P , Fig.1.3.

Figure 1.3: Pseudorotation wheel [4, Fig. 2.11℄The C3'-endo and C2'-endo in Fig. 1.3 indiate the typial observed pukers. Term
endo refers to the appearane of the (major) puker on the same side as the base andC4'-C5' bond; otherwise it is termed exo.When unbound, purines favor C2'-endo and pyrimidines C3'-endo onformations. Inoupled strutures things hange. The overall piture is still inomplete. In DNA sugarpukering orrelates with many bakbone onformational variables.Bond between sugar and its oupled base is alled glyosidi bond. Ref. [4℄ emphasizesits stereohemial property. In natural nulei aids this bond is always above thesugar plane on the 5' side (β).The atom hains O4'-C1'-N9-C4 in purines and O4'-C1'-N1-C2 in pyrimidines de�nethe only parameter (variable using basi ourse language). It is a torsion angle denotedby χ. It's syn and anti regions are shown in Fig. 1.4.



4 DNA

Figure 1.4: Adenine nuleoside visualizing the, a) syn and, b) anti onformations [4, Fig. 2.13℄1.1.3 PhosphatesThe third submoleule in DNA is phosphate, the P-atom surrounded with four oxy-gens, see Fig. 1.5. Sometimes it is marked with "p".One nuleotide or basi blok of DNA with atomi information is shown in Fig. 1.5.Ideal oordinates of all the bases are obtainable from the Nulei Aid Database [6℄.A lot of strutural data an also be found from the Cambridge Strutural Database[7℄.
Figure 1.5: One nuleotide of a DNA [4, Fig. 2.2℄1.1.4 Bakbone - strands - onformation parametersDNA strands or polynuleotide hains are obtained putting nuleotides on top of eahothers like LEGO-bloks. The O3' atom of the (previous) phosphate binds always toC3'-atom of the (next) sugar.Convention in single strand numbering goes from the 5' end to the 3' end. This meansthat for a strand or ombination of strands in a solution the last nuleotide is ut



1.1 Struture of DNA 5after the O5'-atom, and terminated by e.g. hydrogen. The other end, i.e. O3'-atom,is terminated 'naturally' with a suitable hemial group.Most typial textual notation of a hain is without p's or phosphates, giving the se-quene of bases, i.e. ATGGC is given instead of ApTpGpGpC. Usually this notationmeans double stranded DNA whose other strand is evident aording to the basepairing rules. Many times texts ontain notation like d(ATGGC)2. The 'd' empha-sizes the DNA ('deoxy') harater of the moleule and want make di�erene with theRNA ('ribo')-family. Subsript emphasises the double helial harater of the givensequene. Notation like poly(dG) refers to syntheti homopolymer omposed of Gnuleotides. Syntheti heteropolymer ould be e.g. poly(dA-dT) for alternating se-quenes, and poly(dA, dT) for randomly distributed nuleotides. Complexes formedof homologous sequenes may arry notation like poly(G) • 4 poly(C). Unfortunatelyompletele rules for notations are not known by all sientists, and variations ouroasionally.Physio-hemially the nulei aid bakbone is a highly harged polyeletrolyte: thephosphate region of the struture is negatively harged. This harged harater isone important fat making struture variable with respet to di�ering onditions andenvironments. As an aid it is deprotonated in water.In the ase of DNA bakbone the early analyses of 1st and 2nd order interations -forbidden interations or steri hindranes depending on hange of only one torsionangle or two of suh - has redued the DNA strand strutural representation to the useof bakbone torsion angles [8℄. These, α, β, γ, δ, ǫ and ζ and the glyosidi parameterform the onformational parameters of the double stranded DNA strutures. All theseare shown in Fig. 1.6a.Their preferred values in single nuleotides are shown in Fig.1.6b. Often terms gauche+(g+), gauche− (g−) and trans (t) are used for these when their values are around 60◦,
−60◦, and 180◦, respetively. In the Watson-Crik DNA strutures the α and ζ anonly have the g−g− onformation. Torsion angle β is mostly in trans position. For γthe right-handed double helies seem have g+. The δ relating to the sugar pukeringhas values around 75◦ for C3′ − endo and 150◦ for C2′ − endo pukers.One set of nomenlatures for the torsion angles from the organi hemistry is theKlyne-Prelog system[3℄. In it syn (s) designation is used for torsion angles near 0◦ and
anti (a) for those near 180◦. Values between these arry nominations±synclinal (±sc)- around ±60◦ - and ±anticlinal (±ac) - around ±120◦.



6 DNA

Figure 1.6: a) DNA's onformational parameters [4, Fig. 2.14℄, and b) their allowed ranges of innuleosides, nuleotides, deoxyoligonuleotides and deoxypolynuleotides [4, Fig. 2.15℄.1.2 Conformations of DNAWhile the biologial form of DNA ('native DNA') has the famous right-handed,double-stranded struture, there are many di�erent strutures, omposed of nuleotides,that are grouped under the name 'DNA'.Geometri information of DNA and its onstituents is based on X-ray rystallographyand nulear magneti resonane (NMR). High resolution rystallography (resolution0.7-0.9 Å) also gives information of eletron-density distribution in moleules and,onsequently, partial harges of the atoms.1.2.1 DNA double heliesIn nature the DNA bases form pairs A-T and G-C with the hydrogen bonding meh-anism as proposed by Watson and Crik in 1953/4 [9, 10℄, and shown in Fig. 1.7.Adenine and thymine are bonded by two hydrogen bonds, guanine and ytosine havethree oupling hydrogen bonds.In favourable solution onditions monomeri nulei aids always and spontaneouslyform these hydrogen bonded pairs [1℄. Instead, in solid state mixtures only monomersG and C make the same, but A and T never [1℄. Solvated bases are hydrophobiand attrative in the Watson-Crik style. Further, experiments on solvated single



1.2 Conformations of DNA 7

Figure 1.7: Base pairs in the double stranded DNAs [11℄stranded polynuleotides have shown that bases have staking tendeny, explainableby the onnetive π-eletron louds on the �at sides of the planar struture. All thistogether with the lassial potential energy alulations [3℄ make the double strandedhelial DNA struture understandable. Further, Ref. [4℄ mentions the fat that sugargroups links eah base on the same side as the keys in the struture of dsDNA. TheC1' - C1' distane in both types of base pairs is about 10.6 Å.The helioidal strutures of the 'normal' DNA is shown in Fig. 1.11.Before going into the DNA strutures I give here the usual strutural onepts:
• The base pair axis system. The x-axis (shorter axis) points in the diretion ofthe major groove along what would be the pseudo-dyad axis of an ideal Watson-Crik base pair. The y-axis runs along the long axis of the idealized base pairin the diretion of the sequene strand, parallel to the C1' - C1' vetor, anddisplaed so as to pass through the intersetion on the x-axis of the vetoronneting the pyrimidine C6 and purine C8 atoms. The 3rd axis follows theusual right-handed rule.
• Helix sense refers to the handedness of the double helix.
• Pith (per turn) Ph is the distane along the helial axis in one full turn.
• Number of residues per turn nb is the number of base pairs in one Ph.
• Axial rise h is the axial distane between two base pairs.
• Unit twist or rotation per residue = Ω = 360◦nb is the rotation of DNA axisfrom one base pair to the next one.
• Helix diameter measures the diameter of the ylindrial shape of DNA.



8 DNA
• The wider and narrower indentations in the double strand struture are alledrespetively major and minor grooves, distinguishable by the fat that the base-sugar bonds are on the minor-groove sides. The perpendiular distane betweenopposite phosphorous atoms on opposite strands deduted by van der Waalsdiameter of a phosphate group (5.8 Å) gives usually the width of the grooves.Depths of the grooves are typially determined as di�erenes in radii betweenphosphorous and GUA N2 atom (minor groove), and phosphorous and ADE N6(major groove).Helioidal parametersBesides the previous geometri de�nitions for the nulei aid helies there is a set ofloal and a set of global base pair related variables whih ommonly are alled helioidalparameters. Those names, symbols, and sign onventions were made in 1989 [12℄ inthe meeting arrying name 'Cambridge Aord'. The 'Tsukuba Aord' in 1999 [13℄orreted de�ienies ourred spei�ally in the mathematial de�nitions. Due tothese historial inoherenies all strutural parameters having same names are notomparable until exat equations are known.The loal variables speify orientation between suessive base pairs. The global pa-rameters re�eting a best linear or overall urved moleular axis, are not neessarilyomparable with these values.The axis-base pair parameters related to eah base pair are:
• Displacement X (XDP) indiate the translation of a base pair in its mean planein x-diretion. Positive XDP means displaement towards the major groove.
• Displacement Y (YDP) indiate the translation of a base pair in its mean planein y-diretion. YDP is positive when movement is towards the 1st strand.
• Inclination (INC; η) is the angle formed by the longer axis of the base pair andplane perpendiular to the helix axis.
• TIP (θ) is the angle between the base pair's shorter axis and the (loal) helialaxis z.The helial twist (Ω) and helial rise (h) are sometimes inludes in this ategory.The omplementary base-pair parameters are:
• Shear (SHR)



1.2 Conformations of DNA 9
• Stretch (STR)
• Stagger (STG)
• Buckle (BKL; κ) is the angle that the bases form around their short axis whenPRP is zero. Sign of BKL is positive when distortion is onvex in diretion 5'to 3' in strand 1.
• Opening (OPN; σ)
• Propeller (π; PRP) is de�ned as the angle between base plane's normals. Viewedalong the base pairs long axis this angle is positive if nearer base is lokwiserotated.The base pair step parameter set is omposed of the following:
• Shift (SHF; Dx)
• Slide (SLD; Dy) tells the relative displaement of suessive base pairs towardsthe strand 1. Here the midpoints of the longer axes are the referene points.
• Rise (RIS; Dz)
• T ilt (TLT; τ) is the same as ROL but along the x- or short axis.
• Roll (ROL; ρ) indiates the rotation of one base pair around its longer axis withrespet to its neighbour base pair. This is positive when base pair step openstowards the minor groove.
• Twist (TWS; ω) measures angle between onseutive base pairs as the hangein the C1'-C1' vetors diretion and down the helix axis.All these are depited in Figs. 1.8 and 1.9 with division in translational and rotationalgroups.A-, B-, Z- and sub-familiesThe original Watson-Crik struture model of DNA based on di�ration patternsobtained at high humidity (92 %). This struture got later name B-DNA, the naturalDNA beause this is the struture DNA has in its natural moleular environment. A-DNA forms at 65 to 75 % relative humidity. Z-DNA is the third one to be mentionedbeause the A, B and Z forms are the stardard or anonial strutures 1. Fators1in this ontext in the meaning 'generally aepted' or ideal



10 DNA

Figure 1.8: Translational helioidal parameters [14℄

Figure 1.9: Rotational helial parameters [14℄



1.2 Conformations of DNA 11a�eting on strutural form of DNA ontain humidity, temperature, pH and sequeneomposition.The anonial strutures are shown in Figures 1.10, 1.11, and 1.12. Strutural dataare given in tables 1.1,1.2, 1.3 and 1.4.Unit repeat RIS TWS PRP ROL INCForm (Å) ( ◦) ( ◦) ( ◦) (Å)A 11 2.54 32.7 -10.5 0.0 22.6B 10 3.38 36.0 -15.1 0.0 2.8C 28/3 3.31 38.6 -1.8 0.0 -8.0D 8 3.01 45.0 -21.0 0.0 -13.0Z (C) 6 7.25 -49.3 8.3 5.6 0.1Z (G) 6 7.25 -10.3 8.3 -5.6 0.1Table 1.1: Strutural parameters of known DNA formsForm α β γ δ ε ζ χ
( ◦) ( ◦) ( ◦) ( ◦) ( ◦) ( ◦) ( ◦)A -52 175 42 79 -148 -75 -157B -30 136 31 143 -141 -161 -98C -37 -160 37 157 161 -106 -97D -59 156 64 145 -163 -131 -102Z (C) -140 -137 51 138 -97 82 -154Z (G) 52 179 -174 95 -104 -65 59Table 1.2: Conformational parameters of DNA'sForm Major groove Minor grooveWidth (Å) Depth (Å) Width (Å) Depth (Å)A 2.2 13.0 11.1 2.6B 11.6 8.5 6.0 8.2C 10.5 7.6 4.8 7.9D 9.6 6.2 0.8 7.4Z 8.8 3.7 2.0 13.8Table 1.3: Polymorphism of DNA strutures



12 DNAParameter Symbol A-DNA B-DNAComplementary base-pair parametersBukle (◦) κ 0.1 (7.8) 0.5 (6.7)Propeller (◦) π -11.8 (4.1) -11.4 (5.3)Opening (◦) σ 0.6 (2.8) 0.6 (3.1)Shear (Å ) Sx 0.01 (0.23) 0.00 (0.21)Streth (Å ) Sy -0.18 (0.10) -0.15 (0.12)Stagger (Å ) Sz 0.02 (0.25) 0.09 (0.19)Base-pair step parametersTilt (◦) τ 0.1 (2.8) -0.1 (2.5)Roll (◦) ρ 8.0 (3.9) 0.6 (5.2)Twist (◦) ω 31.1 (3.7) 36.0 (6.8)Shift (Å ) Dx 0.00 (0.54) -0.02 (0.45)Slide (Å ) Dy -1.53 (0.34) 0.23 (0.81)Rise (Å ) Dz 3.32 (0.20) 3.32 (0.19)Loal helial parametersInlination (◦) η 14.7 (7.3) 2.1 (9.2)Tip (◦) y θ 0.1 (5.2) 0.0 (4.3)Helial twist (◦) Ωh 32.5 (3.8) 36.5 (6.6)x-displaement (Å ) dx -4.17 (1.22) 0.05 (1.28)y-displaement (Å ) dy 0.01 (0.89) 0.02 (0.87)Helial rise (Å ) h 2.83 (0.36) 3.29 (0.21)Table 1.4: Helioidal parameter values for the A- and B-DNAs [13, Table 3℄The main harateristis of the anonial forms an be listed shortly:A-DNA:
• 11 bp/ 1 full turn
• Hollow ylinder
• Very narrow major grooveB-DNA:
• 10 bp/ 1 full turn
• Nearly perfet vertiality between helial axis and the bases



1.2 Conformations of DNA 13Z-DNA:
• The pyrimidine nuleosides have anti glyosidi angles with −145◦ < χ <
−160◦, mean 152◦, and C2'-endo sugar puker. α, γ onformation is trans, gauche+and gauche+ for ζ .

• The purine nuleosides have syn glyosidi angles with 55◦ < χ < 80◦, mean
60◦ and C3'-endo pukers. α, γ onformation is gauche+, trans and gauche− for
ζ .

• Consequently repeating unit is CpG dinuleoside.
• Helix does not have any major groove and only a very narrow minor groove.The Z-DNA harateristis are for the standard type denoted by ZI . In the otherform, ZII , purines have gauche+ ζ angle, and gauche− for ε instead of trans.

Figure 1.10: A-DNA [4, Fig. 3.5℄The Z-DNA di�ers from all other strutural forms by its left-handedness. It is men-tioned to be a sequene of poly(dC-dG) • poly(dC-dG) and, obviously, a struturewhih needs high salt solution, over 2.5 M NaCl, in order to form.The Dikerson-Drew dodeamer, d(CGCGAATTCGCG), was the �rst struture inde-pendently found to reprodue the Watson-Crik DNA model struture in 1979 [4℄. Italso revealed �ne details, like very restrutured grooves in the 5'-AATT region (12.7Å major groove vs. 3.2 Å minor groove) as well as 'spine of hydration', loal base pair



14 DNA

Figure 1.11: B-DNA [4, Fig. 3.3℄

Figure 1.12: Ribbon representation of the Z-DNA [4, Fig. 3.7℄



1.2 Conformations of DNA 15parameter deviations, espeially in the entral region of A-T pairs, wide distributionof values for the other parameters, the BI/BII strutural detail of p arising fromthe trans, gauche− vs. gauche−, trans domain hange in ε and ζ when nuleotide isfollowed by a purine, and bent struture.Calladine rules [3℄ originate from Calladines notion that PRP while improving stak-ing interations in double stranded strutures also may lead to steri lashes betweenneighbouring purines in opposite strands. In purine-(3',5')-pyrimidine sequenes inter-ation of GUA O6 and ADE N6 in the major groove side is the reason for this lash. Inpyrimidine-(3',5')-purine helies lashes emerge in the minor groove side due to bothGUA N3 and N2 and ADE N3 atoms. E�et of lashes is twie as large in the latterase as in the former. Most notably, these are in mixed purine/pyrimidine sequenesthough they exist in homopurine or homopyrimidine sequenes. The Calladine rulestell how these are avoidable: redue loal PRP, inrease ROL, inrease SLD to pullpurine out of the base stak and derease loal TWS to minimize staking.The strutural studies made so far with di�ering double strand sequenes have given avast amount of strutural �ne details. These relate both to experimental onditions aswell as to spei�ity of the sequenes onsidered. Beause the purpose of this hapteris to give the terminology relating to the DNA researh and the main lines on doublestranded DNAs any �ner survey is beyond the sope of this introdution.1.2.2 Other 'DNA' struturesOther DNA strutures are other forms omposed of the same nuleotides or moleulesobtained from the double stranded strutures. Most of these are syntheti produts.Single-stranded nuleotide hains and helies exist. One way to make these is to unzipdouble helix.Triple helix is formed from an A-DNA when it aommodates an extra strand in itsmajor groove. This bonds by Hoogsten mehanism there, see Fig. 1.13. In Hoogstenand reverse Hoogsten base pairing N6 and N7 atoms of the ADE are hydrogen bonded.Guanine may form quadruplexes, Fig. 1.14.Interations with other maromoleules produe largely di�ering strutures. DNAmay also be urved, bent, have mismathes, lone pairs, niks and double strandsmay have Holliday juntions, Fig. 1.15. All these are properties of the strutures, notown strutures with urrent knowledge. These atom-level strutures have higher levelforms. E.g. the normal DNA may form pletonemes, and positively and negativelysuperoiled (solenoidi) strutures.
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Figure 1.13: A triple helix [4, Fig. 4.7℄

Figure 1.14: Shemati head view of the GUA quadruplex [4, Fig. 4.19℄
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Figure 1.15: Holliday juntion between four strands [4, Fig. 4.33℄. Interestingly it has the ability toslidi along the double stranded stutures.1.2.3 Tools to ompute DNA parametersThere exists di�erent software to ompute various properties of the double strandedDNA. Some of the most ommon are given here:
• CURVES omputes global helial axis optimizing it in to the underlaying atomposition data[15, 16℄. It produes both global and loal parameters. This is thesoftware used to ompute the strutural parameters in the works ontained inthis thesis.
• FREEHELIX, follower of NEWHELIX[17℄, reates optimal linear helial axis[18℄in order to ompute the strutural parameters.
• RNA is a newer program based on the Tsukuba Aord[19, 20, 21℄
• CEHS [22℄
• CompDNA [23, 24℄
• NUPARM [25℄
• 3DNA [26℄
• SCHNAaP [27℄



18 DNA1.3 Single Moleule Mehanial ManipulationsThe year 1992 was a remarkable ornerstone in the era of the DNA researh. Smith,Finzi, and Bustamante gave out their �rst publiation of diret method to measureelastiity properties of a single DNA moleule [28℄. Multimers of 48502 base pairsontaining λ-DNA were strethed with fores between 0.01 pN and 10 pN. Four yearslater the same group and a Frenh ollaboration struk the pay-gravel [29, 30℄. By stilldeveloped methods they were able to use fores up to 80 pN and 160 pN, respetively.Both of these fore ranges were wide enough to make it possible to observe a bizarrefore-extension behaviour of the individual, bare DNA moleule. Experiments revealeda huge elongation aused by a few pN inrease in pulling fore after about 65 pN forewas obtained. The relative length (r.l.) hanged from 1.1 to 1.7.The Frenh ollaboration also made moleular mehanial modelings by JUMNA [31℄,another redued variable software. These simulations revealed a B -> S transition (Safter Streth) indiated by a redued helial diameter and a strong base pair inlina-tion. Aording to these modelings [32℄ base pairing and staking reside at least tothe relative length of 2.0.Today, individual DNA-moleules an be handled mehanially by the reeding menis-us (moleular ombing) [33, 34℄, optial tweezers [35, 29, 36℄, magneti tweezers [37℄,mironeedles (miro�bers) [30℄, atomi fore mirosopy (AFM) [38, 39℄ and using�ow based [40, 41℄ or eletrokineti setups [42℄. Ref. [43℄ gives a summary of many ofthese methods. One must also note that the purpose of the experiment - streth, twist,unzip or a ombination of these - determines the physial priniples in the setup.Fig.1.16 shows essential parts of the observed polymeri properties of double strandedDNA: Essentially the strething urve for a freely unwinding DNA. The inset strutureis JUMNA-modeled over-wound and strethed DNA [44℄. It is nominated as P-DNAafter the alike proposal to DNA struture by Linus Pauling in 1953 [45℄.1.4 Physio-Chemial Properties of DNAChemially DNA is quite stable. It generally resists in aid and alkali solutions. How-ever, in mild aid solutions - at pH 4 - purine bases (N7 of GUA, N3 of ADE) beomeprotonated. These are good leaving groups for the hydrolysis. One this happens,the depurinated sugar an easily isomerize into the open-hain form and in this formthe depurinated DNA is suseptible to leavage by hydroxyl ions. Enzymes (deoxyri-bonuleases) also hydrolyze DNA. They may digest a DNA strand from the end(s)
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Figure 1.16: a) Fore-extension urves for a 44.4-kilobase DNA moleule overwound by suessivelylarger numbers of turns. The urves ross at an 'isosbesti point' marking the fore at whih B-DNAand P-DNA have equal extensions. b) Multiple plateaux our in fore-extension urves for torsionallyonstrained DNA. ) a 'phase diagram' for DNA under torque and tension. Coloured regions representonditions under whih pure phases our; lines indiate onditions for phase oexistene within amoleule. S, overstrethed; P, Pauling, s, superoiled and L for an average left-handed twist. [46,Fig. 3℄(exonuleases) or internally (endonuleases).Physially the two polynuleotide hains of double-helial DNA an be separatedunder ertain onditions, typially by raising the temperature. The transition fromdouble-stranded DNA (dsDNA) to a single-stranded random oil DNA is alled a
helix − coil transition. Typial terms that desribe the hange from dsDNA to ss-DNA are: melting, denaturation, and strandseparation. In the other diretion, inthe hange from ssDNA to dsDNA they are annealing, renaturation, and, in ertainontexts, hybridization.The stability of dsDNA depends on a number of fators. These ontain

• Base omposition: The three hydrogen bonds ontaining G - C pairs need moreenergy to break than the A - T pairs. The same applies to staking interationsbetween GC/GC and AT/AT base pairs.
• Salt onentration: Unless neutralised the lose being p-groups repel eah others.In ells neutralization is ahieved through salt ions, polyamines and speialDNA-binding proteins. When part of the DNA is in a single stranded formspeial proteins maintain it in this ('unstable') form.
• pH: Low pH i.e. aidi solutions denature DNA.The denaturation of double stranded DNA is easily followed spetrosopially. Thepurine and pyrimidine bases of DNA absorb ultraviolet (UV) light maximally at a



20 DNAwavelength near 260 nm. In double-stranded DNA, however, the absorption is de-reased due to base-staking interations. When DNA is denatured, these interationsare disrupted and an inrease in absorbane (hyperhromi e�et) is seen. The extentof the e�et an be monitored as a funtion of temperature.The temperature at whih the DNA moleules are 50% denatured is the meltingtemperature. DNA samples that are high in AT ontent have relatively lower meltingtemperatures while DNA samples that are high in GC ontent have relatively highermelting temperatures. Fig. 1.17 exempli�es this 'di�ulty' in determining the 'exat'melting temperature of a double stranded DNA. Partial denaturation of DNA an beobserved using eletron mirosopy. This has o�ered a means to �nd out A - T andG- C- rih regions in long DNA sequenes.

Figure 1.17: DNA's melting properties [47, 48℄. 'Middle labeling' is in A - T rih region and 'endlabeling' in G - C rih part of the hairpin DNA.



2 Dynamial Modeling of MoleulesMoleular Mehanis based Moleular Dynamis Simulation Method (MM-MD) isthe entral method used in this researh. It has been used to produe the DNA datatrajetories via omputer runs. This data are dynami. The ultimate goal has beento mimi DNA's internal evolution in full interation in its natural environments aswell as possible within the limits of the method and tehnial modeling failities.MM-MD is one of the many omputer assisted modeling methods among the MDsimulation methods family. In attempts to �nd the fundamental understanding inquestions posed by Nature the quantum mehanial priniples based Ab Initio mole-ular dynamis (AI-MD) would be the ultimate hoie, but, so far, tehnial limitationshinder its use e.g. in moleular solution studies.2.1 BasisThe physial roots of the MD methods are in the Newtonian Physis. The �rst one isNewton's seond law of motion of mehanis. Using the language of Mathematis itis stated as
~Ftot = m~a. (2.1)Symbolism in Eqn. 2.1 glues the total fore on a partile (~Ftot) to the produt ofits mass (m) and aeleration (~a). Vetor notation '~' only means the need to takeinto aount all independent dimensions of the spae. The seond priniple is relationbetween the fore and potential energy

~Ftot = −~∇U = −
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. (2.2)The ∂
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is the partial derivative operator and aent '̂ ' denotes unit vetor. Thebasi thought in MM-MD methods is that interation between partiles is expressedby a potential energy funtion. Fore a�eting on eah partile is omputed usingEqn. 2.2; Dynamis of eah partile follows from Eqn. 2.1 by knowing that the ael-eration of a partile is the �rst derivative of its veloity and seond derivative of itsposition: ~a = ~̇v = ~̈r.The Newtonian mehanis overs only part of the basis. Therefore the fundamentalsare given more generally by Hamiltonian formalism of the general mehanis21
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H = Ek + U =

∑

i

~p2
i

2mi
+ U(~pi, ~ri), (2.3)where the Hamilton funtion (H) is sum of kineti (Ek) and potential energy (U)ontributions and ~pi and ~ri are the momentum and position vetors forming the phasespae. Developing the equations of motion from 2.3 give [49, 50℄ the equations ofmotion
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(2.4)for Cartesian oordinates. Here the onservation of fores ~F , onservation of totalenergy E and form of the Hamiltonian H are not the limiting fators. These equationsare time-reversible, a fat emphasized by some method developers [51, 52℄.For all living organisms non-zero temperatures (in Kelvins) are important. In onne-tion with MD methods the temperature of a partile follows the equipartition prinipleof statistial physis,
E1

k =
1

2
kBT, (2.5)stating that the kineti energy of one partile in one dimension equals to its thermo-dynami energy.2.2 MM-MD for BiomoleulesCurrently typial biomoleular simulation system onsists of target moleules andsolution moleules. The mutual interation between all these is in the potential energyfuntion U , whih traditionally in physis is alled potential energy but in hemialsienes fore-�eld. The latter is very understandable beause of the '�eld' all themoleules or atoms of the system reate between themselves.In biomoleular modeling or simulation �eld the basi fore-�eld funtion for DNA(and proteins) is urrently of the form
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2.2 MM-MD for Biomoleules 23Components in this funtion desribe bond strething, angle bending, and rotationbarriers around the bonds, the torsional angles. In addition, there are both short-range van der Waals and long range eletrostati interations between the atoms.Covalent bonds are harmoni taking are of preservation of average distane betweendiretly bonded atoms. Similarly angles in the entral atom of three ovalently bondedatoms have harmoni 'restrition' funtion. The torsion angle potential term is for thehindered rotation of groups about a bond. The nonbonded interations are, of ourse,for the diretly non-bonded but interating atoms. The eletrostati term omes fromthe harged nature of the moleules.The Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential in Eqn.(2.6) is due to its mathematial and om-putational onveniene. Its ross-term parameters σ and ε are normally alulated bythe Lorentz-Berthelot ombination rules:
εi,j = (εiεj)

1/2, σi,j = (σi + σj)/2. (2.7)Atoms of a moleular system are non-bonded if they are really in di�erent moleules,or in the same moleule with separation of three or more ovalent bonds. Sometimesatoms separated exatly three ovalent bonds are onsidered as '1-4' interations.Of the other inredients the Urey-Bradley and improper torsion angle terms may beworth of mentioning. The former allows for a better �t to experimental data and thelatter keeps planar speies �at when sp and sp2 hybridized atoms are present.Often fore-�elds also arry the names of the modeling software pakage, like CHARMM1,AMBER2, GROMOS3 or OPLS4, where it is as one of the ore substanes; And whosedevelopers maintain and develop these fore-�elds.The moleular MM-MD fore-�eld onsists of two important ingredients: the fun-tional form and the assoiated parameter set. The latest larger step in the MM-MDfore-�eld development for biomoleular simulations was made in 1995. The 'SeondGeneration Fore Field's were published both for the CHARMM [53℄ and AMBER[54, 55℄ fore-�elds. This renewal was targeted espeially on the parameters of Eqn.2.6. Minor improvements have published later [56℄. And, GROMOS got not until 2005new nulei aid parameters [57℄.Water, whih is one of the most typial solvent moleule, has many own fore-�eldmodels. Important in the modeling is that the hosen water model produes essentialproperties in the modeling. Although there are many water models none of them areable to produe all the observable properties. In biomoleular and DNA ontext most1Chemistry at HARvard Maromoleular Mehanis2Assisted Model Building with Energy Re�nement3GROningen MOleular Simulation4Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulations



24 Dynamial Modeling of Moleulesused models are the TIP3P5 [58℄ and SPC6 models. Currently the best resoure ofwater knowledge and e.g. of its models is the web-site [59℄. A reent dediated refereneis Ref. [60℄.The important onsequene of the seond generation fore-�elds was that they madeexpliit solution modelings trustworthy.2.3 MM-MD PratieThe roots of MM-MD are in the mehanial understanding of moleules as statistrutures. Then appeared the idea to put mehanis alive, in other words the MD.Consequene of this was that observations from these simulations should be om-parable to experiments (obtained from multimoleule samples), whih maybe led totheoretial idea that deterministi run in time has oupling with the environmentwhere it ours. This leads to onsiderations of statistial mehanis/physis ensem-bles and their hanges when ertain experimental observations and theoretially foundresults are to be ompared.Observations are the fundamental basis of the sienes verifying �nally all featuresof the theories build with limited knowledge of underlying proesses the simulationsare one way to test the theories. Therefore, it has been important to get basis ofthe simulations to math with the experimental situations. The Newtonian mehanisbased MM-MD preserves total energy of the simulation system. This is mentionedto be the link with realisti systems. Namely, the total energy is the quantity whihalso appears in statistial physial equations, whih again desribes the real world inwhih we make observations. Using statistial physis terminology the output fromNewtonian MM-MD belongs to the NVE ensemble, i.e. number of partiles, simulationvolume and total energy are the onstants of motion. Typially in experiments ondi-tions are suh that temperature or pressure an be kept onstant and observations aremade in NVT or NPT ensembles. Chemial potential, enthalpy, et. may also be on-stants. In priniple it is always possible to hoose an ensemble that best desribes theexperiments. In pratie, the use of other ensembles that NVE leads to a modi�ationof the Newtonian equation for the fore, Eqn. 2.1. In Refs. [51℄ the equations of mo-tions for the moleular dynamis simulations in other than NVE ensemble have beenderived from the Hamiltonian priniples. This is to say that various situations havedi�ering set of di�erene equations governing just eah ensemble. The MM-MD �eldknows many algorithms to generate the trajetories in their phase-spaes in orretensembles, therefore I do not present here any details of those.5Transferable Intermoleular Potentials6Simple Point Charge



2.3 MM-MD Pratie 25The phases of a MM-MD simulation an be divided in �ve parts: system generation,equilibration, prodution, analysis and reporting.When a ertain objet in a solution or a whole system is thought to be modeled,the goals of this study determine the ensemble in whih the system evolves. Varying
ensembles may also be needed during one study, i.e. the ensemble is not neessarily�xed throughout the simulation. E.g. in the DNA strething simulation of this thesis,NPT and NVT ensembles were used in the equilibration phase.System generation means reation of the simulation system geometry: Choie of thesimulation volume, whose shape is periodially repeatable, and positioning of themoleules and atoms in this volume. E.g. in the DNA simulation anonial B-DNAan be reated by NAB7 [61℄, �ltered in a suitable format with parameters by VEGA[62℄, and these result an be inorporated in M.DynaMix as an initial data, whihitself has a generator to reate the solution moleules around it. Known strutures arealso available from the Nulei Aid Database [6℄ and Cambridge Strutural Database[7℄. Initial veloities of the atoms an be taken aording to the Maxwell distributionmimiking thermodynami equilibrium state or set to zero and perform the thermal-ization this way. Simulation system is kept stationary by subtrating the induedmomentum relatively from all partiles momentum.In the equilibration phase, the simulated system should obtain its equilibrium state.In priniple this may ontain three onditions: (i) all the "bonds" onneting theatoms �utuate around their equilibrium values, (ii) the energy ontent of the sys-tems' degrees of freedom is in a thermodynamial equilibrium with the environmentand (iii) the system is in a hemial equilibrium with the environment . When sim-ulating a maromoleule in a solution this would inlude build-up of the moleularenvironment, e.g. hydration layers around DNA. Depending on type of the simulationthe equilibration phase uses tools by whih the wanted result is obtained. Generally,equilibrium indiators an be taken from the physial fat that physial quantitiesnormally approah their known equilibrium values. In the NVE or NVT simulationatomisti veloities are saled after a ertain amount of time-steps to get the orrettotal energy or temperature. The approah to the strutural equilibrium is seen asstabilisation of the root mean squared deviation of the atoms. The density of the sys-tem an be modi�ed by hanging the volume (box or ell size). The equilibrium phaseand the assoiated tehnial manipulations an be viewed as means to transfer thesystem from one state to another, after whih the "Newtonian mehanis" is againoperative.After the equilibrium is obtained the prodution phase an be started, and relevantdata olleted for further analysis, if not analyzable during the simulation runs. Anal-ysis and reporting are both in a lose relationship with themselves but also with the7Nulei Aid Builder



26 Dynamial Modeling of Moleulesprodution part. Namely, it is the phase when quite a lot of the obtainable results isdetermined, meaning that one has to know what one wants take out of the simulationor modeling e�ort. Biomoleular simulations at the lassial level, not to mention theab initio e�orts, are so time onsuming that beoming afterwards aware of a set of'useful' fats, is too late. Of ourse everything is repeatable but weeks to months pu-time may involve in pratie muh more wall-lok time. Other side is the availablestorage apaity. Gigabytes of spae an easily be used. Nearly always a dynamialmodeling prodution is omposed of a series of runs. In order to make this possibleall system data has to be saved in a suitable form to be used as the initial data forthe next start.What an we take out of the simulations? The all-embraing answer ould be: all thatyour imagination produes and whih is in the methodologial limits of the simulationproedure and priniples behind them. A good olletion of what have been gainedby the various simulations an be obtained by making a large review of all simulatedsystems. Unfortunately the amount of these is so vast that all �ner details are neveraessible, broadly speaking. Fortunately there is a 'standard' set of tools or priniples,whih are very often the adequate set to apply in eah spei� problem.Root mean squared deviation (RMS/RMSD) is typially used in the equilibrationphase beause it measures the average arrival of atoms (moleules, et.) to their bal-ane positions in the system under the a�eting global fore-�eld. But, it also anbe used in analysis purposes, e.g. indiating transitions in the modeled system or itssub-system, as was made in the longest DNA simulation of its time in 1994 [63℄. Espe-ially in moleular simulations two-dimensional RMS-maps are often used to analyzeonformational hanges and families of strutures in a trajetory. In DNA suitableandidates for this would be bases, sugars and phosphates. Slope of the RMSD withtime gives the di�usion onstant e.g. for the water moleules in a DNA in solutionsimulation, when it only is alulated for these.Computation on various orrelations among the modeled system is one of the ba-si tools. Time orrelation funtions are important due to their relation to transportoe�ients and spetra via linear response theory. Correlation quantities an be di-vided into the real spae and reiproal or inverse spae quantities. Usual real spaequantities are pair-orrelation funtion or radial distribution funtion, g(r). For it thevolume size e�ets has to be kept in mind and make ut-o� at a suitable radius. In thereiproal spae stati struture fator, S(k), an be omputed. In pratie, beause
g(r) and S(k) are in relation, and omputation of the latter is faster, this way is usedto ompute g(r). When other distributions are needed the same proedure an beused.Visual inspetions may inlude many kind of monitoring of the system. However, it isone of the best ways to make a state of the system onrete. In the equilibration phase



2.3 MM-MD Pratie 27it may easily indiate possible serious problems in the modeling. In the produtionphase snapshots of the system give lear presentations of the system state. Reentlydeveloped three-dimensional tehniques are very useful for moleular systems. Espe-ially CAVE8 like environments when system details during the dynamial evolutionare of interest.Speial feature of the biomoleular fore-�eld modelings is their inability to hemialreativity, bonds �ssion and fusion. This preludes use of alori urve, E(T), whihin other type of simulations reveals phase-transitions.Beause moleular dynamis simulation method is ompletely deterministi sequentialproedure, its results an be ompared with experimental spetrosopi results. Thespae and time results are Fourier-transformed with respet to both quantities andresult turns in reiproal and wavevetor spae.Simulations of this thesis have been performed by the moleular dynamis pakageM.DynaMix9 [64℄. M.DynaMix is a general purpose salable parallel MD simulationpakage having the standard form of fore-�eld as its ore. It also has many additionalpotential forms to be used with the basi formula or as suh.M.DynaMix inludes solution algorithms for the standard NVE MM-MD applyingVerlet Leap-frog algorithm, NVT Nose-Hoover MM-MD, and NPT MM-MD. For the�exible moleular models the double time-step algorithm of Tukerman et al. [51℄ isavailable. Its implementation is mentioned to be lose the Martyna et al. [65℄ realiza-tion.The use of the multistep algorithm is another method to make simulations faster. Inthis two-step proedure the fast intramoleular as well as the fast nearest short-rangenon-bonded interations are alulated at eah time step while the slow motions inthe moleules and due to long-range non-bonded interations are omputed only atevery long time step. Typial values for the short and long time steps in DNA like(biomoleular) systems are 0.2 fs and 2.0 fs.M.DynaMix has two possibilities to handle the long-range eletrostati interations;The Ewald method or the reation �eld. In the Ewald method used in the DNAmodeling of this work the Coulombi fores are divided into long-range and short-rangeomponents. The long-range part is alulated in reiproal spae. The short-rangepart is omputed together with the Lennard-Jones fores.M.DynaMix o�ers four simulation ell possibilities. Of these the hexagonal ell isused with the DNA simulations. Periodi boundary onditions and minimum imageonvention are used.8Immersive virtual reality environment with environment ontrol9Moleular Dynamis of Mixtures



3 Simple ModelsDuring late 1980's and early 1990's, intensive researh on the dynamial properties ofDNA by using simple non-linear models was arried out world-wide. Speial emphasiswas put on �nding traes of solitary exitations relating transription and repliationof DNA as well as the onneted mehanisms for DNA melting. Review in paper I isdevoted to these nonlinear physis models.Interestingly, one of these model has persisted until today. The Peyrard and Bishopinitiated a model whih was developed later also by Dauxois (the DPB model). It hasattrated great attention among many researhers till these days. However, like theother very simpli�ed models for �exible maromoleules, it has the feature of being aspei�, event related, model.We used the MMoldyn MM-MD-pakage [66℄ (predeessor of the M.DynaMix) in or-der to reveal these kind of exitations in DNA struture. At that time one time-stepalgorithms were in use. NVT ensemble and SHAKE [67℄ algorithm were employed.Simulations were typially tens of pioseonds long, in some ases few hundred pi-oseonds.In these simulations the DNA in ioni water solution were �rst equilibrated as usual.Then initial exitation were reated in the double strand, e.g. by turning one orboth of the bases ertain amount aside towards the minor and major grooves. Whendynamial foring had aused large enough e�et the turning fore was swithed o�and systems evolution was followed under the NVT onditions. The general result ofthese modelings was that base or both bases either were left in the positions wherethey were turned or they gradually turned bak into their usual positions. Changeswere very loal.Travelling vibrations were also tried to initiate kiking DNA bakbone atoms whilebases were turned, or pulled/pushed along base pair axis. No results in the struturewere seen.These attempts were time-onsuming, and gave so little information that no publishedreports were ever written. Generally, only a very few works in these diretions havebeen reported in the literature[68, 69, 70, 71℄. After the born of new millennium base�ipping has got attention a lot. The referenes [70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76℄ form only asmall subset of the all published. 28



4 Modeled Equilibrium of DNANatural starting point for a study of any system is the equilibrium state. What omesto the real DNA immediate question is what is its equilibrium state? Are the DNAsamples found from frozen mammoth's remnants somewhere in tundra in equilibriumompared for example to fresh DNA samples from a human blood ? Naive maybe,but extremely physial answer is that both are in equilibrium in their status quo. Inbiologial and living ontext the equilibrium state is intuitively anything but not wellde�ned state due to the simple fat that generally thought everything is hanging.The other aspet is methodologial. How do we know that a ertain physial method,whih should get the virtual objet in a omputer in its equilibrium, really does itstask and orretly?4.1 EquilibriumIn Paper II [77℄) I have analyzed simulated DNA from the perspetive of equilibriumproperties. This analysis is both methodologial testing and DNA sequene testing.Results are ompared with the existing observed data and other reent simulations ofDNA.In that study deamer ATGCATGCAG in Li+ - water solution were simulated in typ-ial physiologial onditions using the seond-generation CHARMM fore-�eld andM.DynaMix simulation software. Parameters of the modeling orresponded predomi-nately a 'pre-transitional' region from the B-form to the C-form [78℄.In the thermodynamially stable state around 300 K we tested what the kineti partof Boltzmann's H funtion reveals of the equilibrium state. H is referred as a measureto �nd the turning point from equilibration to equilibrium [79℄.The relevant equation in numerial treatment with underlying Maxwell distributionis
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30 Modeled Equilibrium of DNAwhere Ni is the ount number in veloity lass i and 0 refers to zero-veloity lass.The e�ets of lass width, utting distribution tails, and overall quality of the distri-bution were examined.In the ase of atomisti veloity distributions of the MM-MD simulation the lassi�-ation of veloities and H have a ompliated behaviour. When the number of lassesis large (narrow lasses) H is learly negative. When lass width is inreased, H grad-ually beomes positive, and approahes the zero limit of Maxwell distribution just atthe limit of disappearing �utuations in the distribution. When there are only threenonzero lasses in the distribution, H begins again to inrease.Tests with the Gaussian distribution form showed that a trunated Gaussian form iseasily reognizable with H values. Those show large deviations from the ideal value.These H tests with momentary and only DNA atom data in use were not enouragingfor ontinuous monitoring. Things an be made better by olleting the distributionfrom a ertain amount of onseutive time steps (of an equilibrium modeling). How-ever, large systems would be a more natural 'environment' for this indiator.The strutural stability was examined by the standard tool, RMS deviation measure,over all the DNA atoms. Fig. 2a of Ref. [77℄ shows the normal behaviour of it. Whenequilibrium has been reahed the RMSD stops its inrease. In Fig. 2b of Ref. [77℄ atest is made with respet to the 'initial' struture, i.e. the struture with respet to theomparison in RMSD is made. The hosen snapshot from equilibrium state dynamisgives evidene about the nature of the equilibrium state - a �utuating state.A partial strutural analysis for the equilibrated DNA ontained analysis of the on-formational and helioidal parameters both as distributions and dynamially. Thisanalysis is based on the Cambridge Aord and Curves program [16℄ version 5.2. Theonformational parameters show values typial both for the A- and B-forms of DNA.Individual distributions, omposed often of two (or even three) subdistributions, showonformation parameters hoppings during the evolution. The positions of helioidalparameter distributions show similar heterogeneity with respet to anonial values.Visually the distribution pro�les of TIP, STR, ROL and TLT gave hints towardsB-DNA.The dynamial features of individual onformational parameters an be ondensedinto words: transient jumps, drift, stable and/or bi-stable. Basially the variable be-haviour of these parameters omes from the energy landsape of the dynamial system.Conditions hange and allow strutural modi�ations when other than the existingpotential well beomes possible and available. Clearly orrelated motions seemed tohave the ε - ζ and α - β -pairs.



4.1 Equilibrium 31The dynamial trajetories of the helioidal parameters resembled random like motion.Within the time sale of this simulation (2.07 ns) few parameters showed strongdrifting leading to skewed distribution form.We studied ourrene of onerted motions in DNA by orrelation analyses of theonformational and helioidal parameters. Tables II - V of Ref. [77℄ show the mostrelevant orrelations. The amount is not small. Comparison with the observed datarevealed missing orrelations in the modeling. Espeially those laking for the γ arestriking. This omparison also gave strutural tendeny towards the B-form.The foreground value of this DNA simulation is the dynamial stability, too often for-gotten subjet in sienti� artiles. Many sophistiated studies produe new 'exellent'strutures but the fat remains that as often they are 'snaphots' of the existing forms.The 'observed' novelties here and there in details may be �aws of the measurementapparatus and sample preparations - in the same fashion as inomplete theories oromputational fore-�elds produe their own results.After the above manusript was made new books have been appeared [80, 4, 81℄ andnew studies have been published, see e.g. itations of Ref. [82℄.



5 Modeled Strething of DNAPapers III and IV ontain results from the MM-MD modeling of a DNA strething.In this simulation we used 22mer, GTCTGAATTCTAATGTAGTATA, plaed in along hexagonal ell �lled with water and Na+ ions. With respet to the equilibriumstate modeling slightly re�ned CHARMM fore-�eld were used for the DNA [56℄. Forwater we used the SPC model [83℄. Sodium parameters were from Ref. [84℄.In the beginning of the prodution run the O3' and O5' atoms at the other end of thehelix were �xed in spae while at the opposing end the same atoms were subjetedto an external or "virtual" axially strething fore. This fore was linearly oupledwith time to guarantee ontinuous but gradual strething. The tehnial details of thesimulation an be found from paper IV.The relative length (r.l.) vs. external fore or time is shown in Fig. 1a of Ref. [85℄.Experimentally the initially ompletely tension free DNA sequenes have shown tran-sitions around 1.65 r.l. when fore is about 70 pN. Our simulation shows transitionaround 2.1 r.l. The fore at this point is about 130 pN. However, one has to keepin mind that the fore is the pulling fore and obviously does not orrespond to thefores in the experiments. These are made with very muh slower pulling speeds o�er-ing DNA and its surrounding solution develop in a 'relaxed' way. The omputationallyfound r.l. vs. fore urve resembles surprisingly well the strething experiment resultfrom the early DNA researh, from the year 1955, shown in Fig. 1 of paper IV.The energetis of DNA within the fore-�eld frames is illustrated in Fig. 1b of paperIII. The 'spring loading' mehanism seen learly in the integrated energy urve ofbond, angle, and torsion angle omponents explains well the r.l. - fore -urve. Inthe beginning, small fore is enough to streth DNA onsiderably until espeiallyinternal torsion angle ontribution turns to very restritive. When its e�et ends, theharmoni bond and angle ontributions are beoming more prominent keeping furtherextension hard. The bakbone parameters α, γ, and the glyosidi torsion angle χ showstrutural hanges at the turning point, see Figs. 2 b,, and d of paper III.A slight touh on the question of fore-�eld validity in this kind of non-equilibriummodeling ase has been made by evaluating the deviations of bonds angles in theextended state to their equilibrium dynamis values. Mean deviations are relativelyquite small. But muh remains to be done in the future to onsider these limits32



Streth 33properly.Beause the strething is a ompliated proess, its analysis requires various omple-mentary visual tools. The �rst one is simply the visual inspetion of the trajetoryby using a suitable animation program. This an be done in 2D or 3D where thestereo-image 3D visualization naturally yields a better insight into the 3D dynam-is. The most realisti insight an be gained by using the so-alled immersive virtualreality (VR) environment where one an literally "walk inside the moleule". In thiswork, a one-wall VR environment and usual omputer monitors with related softwares[86, 87, 88℄ have been used to visualize the 3D DNA. 3D animation revealed that thetransition from the normal like DNA to the new base-staked struture ontains basepairs breakings, analogous to nuleation phenomena in e.g. solid state melting, traeof the muh speulated S state [30℄ and temporary merging until the formation ofthe �nal struture begins. The found base-staked form of double stranded DNA isnot previously known by any means. Future sienti� advanes will show what kindof a role this or similar struture has in the basi biologial proesses. The urrentnanosiene and nanotehnology may �nd many uses for the fored forms besides thenano-springs [89℄.



6 Conlusions and OutlookAording to this work the simple Hamiltonian/Lagrangian physis models developedmainly in the non-linear theoretial physis to desribe DNA's vibration dynamialfeatures are able to give qualitative understanding of some of the observed propertiesin DNA's struture. The literature shows that many models have been reated butthey an be haraterised best by the word 'proposal'. One exeption is the model'line' initiated by Peyrard and Bishop (paper [I℄). It shows the rihness these simplemodels may have.The equilibrium state of a DNA deamer in expliit solution with ounter-ions hasbeen studied by the MM-MD modeling methodology (paper [II℄). DNA's overall stru-tural stability has been on�rmed by di�erent RMSDs. The onformational and heli-oidal parameters have been analyzed statistially and dynamially. Dynamial anal-ysis reveals the existene of dynamial sub-states, whih typially appear as abrupthanges from a mean level to another in the value of parameter. In statistial analysisthese sub-states annot often be deteted. Correlation analysis shows onerted mo-tions among the many nearby strutural parameters. The appliability of the kinetipart of the Boltzmann's H funtion as a measure of thermodynami equilibrium wasalso tested. The mere DNA trajetory data proved to be statistially too small to �ndH as a good measure. However, for larger datasets it's suitability should be studiedfurther.The MM-MD modeling of the DNA strething with the CHARMM fore-�eld re-vealed a new struture for the DNA (paper[III,IV℄). This forms from the B-DNAespeially via the unwinding of the double helix. Relatively over about 1.7 timesstrethed DNA has a struture where the bakbone strands are parallel and the basesare staked on the major groove side. This is the �rst reported omputational mehan-ial manipulation 'experiment' with all-atom fore-�elds, and having expliit solution.Methodologial limits have been disussed. Our work is one of the �rst ones wherethe appliabability of fore �elds, that have originally been developed for reproduingknown equilibrium strutures, have been studied in a strongly non-equilibrium state.Some biologial onnetions of the simulation results are also indiated in paper [IV℄.What omes to the DNA and the knowledge of it and its plae in biology, the mainlines related to its struture and funtions seems to be known. But what omes to itsstrutural or nanosopi details muh remains to be revealed. The analysis of equilib-rium dynamis of DNA revealed that the stability of maromoleules in their natural34



onlusion 35environments does not mean the same as the stability of solids in their 'natural' en-vironments, but inludes even large transient hanges in the moleules' onformationwithout any seemingly lear reasons. Based on these experienes of the equilibriumstate of DNA, one may expet many 'not-so-evident' �ndings of DNA in the inter-mediate states when its goes through its life yle and the related events with all theother moleules during the ell yles.The very big hallenge for the physial theoretial sienes seems to be in developingmethods whih are not only for undertanding of the observed �ndings but are able togo beyond this and give preditions for the experiments and seeds to make tools forthe appliations. This reates a further need to develop both the few variable methodsand the MM-MD touhed in this ompilation.For the experimentalists the here observed strethed struture veri�ation forms surelyone hallenge as well as the substrutures along the path to this."Struture - funtion - genetis" is an old phrase but still the truth, giving us bighallenges for a long time to ome.
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